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Figure 1 : The observed light curve of the OGLE-2005-BLG-390 microlensing 
event and best fit model plotted as a function of time. The data set consists of 
650 data points from PLANET Danish (ESO La Silla, red points), PLANET Perth 
(blue), PLANET Canopus (Hobart, cyan), RoboNet Faulkes North (Hawaii, 
green), OGLE (Las Campanas, black), MOA (Mt John Observatory, brown). 
This photometric monitoring was done in the I band (with the exception of 
Faulkes R band data and MOA custom red passband) and real-time data 
reduction was performed with the different OGLE, PLANET and MOA data 
reduction pipelines. Danish and Perth data were finally reduced by the image 
subtraction technique19 with the OGLE pipeline. The top left inset shows the 
OGLE light curve extending over the previous 4 years, whereas the top right 
one shows a zoom of the planetary deviation, covering a time interval of 1.5 
days. The solid curve is the best binary lens model described in the text with a 

planet-to-star mass ratio of q = 7.6 ± 0.7 ! 10-5, and a projected separation d = 

1.610 ± 0.008 RE (where RE is the Einstein ring radius). The dashed grey curve 

is the best binary source model that is rejected by the data, while the dashed 
orange line is the best single lens model.  
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then monitor a subset of these events to search
for planets. mFUN focuses almost entirely on
high-magnification events, including two events
originally identified by OGLE that proved to
have a Jupiter-mass (9) and a Neptune-mass
(11) planet, respectively. Here, we report on the
detection of a multiplanet system using this
approach.

On 28 March 2006 [heliocentric Julian day
(HJD) ~ 3822], the OGLE Early Warning
System (EWS) (21) announced OGLE-2006-
BLG-109 as a nonstandard microlensing event
possibly indicative of a planet. This immedi-
ately triggered follow-up observations by mFUN
and RoboNet, which gained intensity as the
event approached high magnification. On 5
April, the event underwent a deviation from
the single-lens form indicative of a binary lens.
Within 12 hours of this deviation, a preliminary
model indicated a jovian-class planet, which
was predicted to generate an additional peak on
8 April. The 8 April peak occurred as predicted,
but in the meantime, there was an additional
peak on 5 to 6 April, which turned out to be due
to a second jovian-class planet.

Figure 1 shows the data from 12 observatories,
including 8 from mFUN [the Auckland 0.35 m
and Farm Cove 0.25 m in New Zealand (clear
filter), the Wise 1 m in Israel (clear), the Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) Small
andModerateApertureResearchTelescopeSystem
(SMARTS) 1.3 m in Chile (I-band and H-band),
the Areo8 0.3 m in New Mexico operated by the
Campo Catino Astronomical Observatory (clear),
and the MDM 2.4 m (I-band) and Mt. Lemmon
1.0 m (I-band) in Arizona], the OGLE Warsaw
1.3 m (I-band) in Chile, the MOAMt. John 0.6 m
(I-band) in New Zealand, the PLANET/Canopus
1 m (I-band) in Tasmania, and the RoboNet/
Liverpool 2 m (R-band) in the Canary Islands.
There are a total of 2642 data points. In addition,
there are 29 V-band data points from OGLE and
CTIO/SMARTS that we use to determine the
source color.

The qualitative character of the event can be
read directly from the light curve, primarily from
the five distinctive features shown in Fig. 2. Con-
sider the first three features: the low-amplitude
anomaly (OGLE, HJD ~ 3823) that triggered the
OGLE EWS alert, the gentle “shoulder” during
the first rise (MOA, HJD ~ 3830), and the first
peak (Auckland, HJD ~ 3831). Together, these
can only be produced by, respectively, passage
close to or over a weak cusp, entrance into a weak
caustic, and exit from a strong caustic. (The mag-
nification diverges when a point source crosses a
closed concave caustic curve, where additional
images are created on entry or destroyed on exit
of the enclosed area. Caustics are strong or weak
depending on the brightness of these images. The
concave curves meet at cusps that produce sharp
spikes of magnification when crossed by the
source.) Such a sequence requires a topology
similar to the one shown in the inset to Fig. 1. The
specific strengths of each feature require the

specific caustic topology shown. In particular, the
narrow mouth of the caustic toward the bottom
generates a very strong caustic. This was essen-
tially the argument used to predict the fifth feature
(OGLE/MDM/Lemmon/Auckland/FarmCove/
Tasmania, HJD ~ 3834), corresponding to a mod-
erately strong cusp passage (Fig. 1). The size and
strength of this caustic imply a jovian-class planet
lying very close to the Einstein ring, although
detailedmodeling is required to derive the precise
planet/star mass ratio. The fourth feature (Wise/
OGLE, HJD ~ 3831.5) cannot be explained by
considering the caustic generated by this jovian-
class planet alone. This feature occurs near the
time when the source approaches closest to the
center-of-mass of the planet/star system; this is
exactly the time at which the central-caustic
bumps due to additional planets are expected to
occur (20). The inset in Fig. 1 highlights the

additional caustic feature due to a second planet
that is required to explain this bump. This caustic
feature is smaller than the main caustic, which
implies that the planet, also of jovian class, lies
farther from the Einstein ring, so it is subject to
the standard (16) b! b!1 degeneracy, where b is
the planet-star projected separation in units of the
Einstein radius. A detailed analysis shows the
mass is three times as great as that of the first
planet and that the b < 1 solution is favored by
Dc2 = 11.4. We label these planets OGLE-2006-
BLG-109Lc and OGLE-2006-BLG-109Lb, re-
spectively. Although the caustics of the individual
planets do interact to form a single caustic curve,
their effects are nevertheless mostly independent
(25, 18, 26), so the parts of the caustic associated
with the individual planets can be identified, as
shown in Fig. 1. Modeling the light curve in de-
tail with a three-body lens yields mb/M = 1.35 !

Fig. 1. Data and best-fit model of the OGLE-2006-BLG-109Lb,c two-planet system. The data have been
binned for clarity, although the fitting procedures used the unbinned data. Data from each different
observatory/filter combination (as indicated by the color scheme) have been aligned using a linear fit to
the magnification, which introduces negligible uncertainties. Only data near the peak of the event are
shown (the unlensed magnitude is I = 16.42). (A) The source trajectory through the caustic created by the
two-planet system is shown as the dark gray curve with the arrow indicating the direction of motion. The
horizontal line shows an angular scale of 0.01 qE, or ~15 mas. The shape and orientation of the caustic due
to both planets at the peak of the event is shown by the black curve. The five light-curve features detailed
in Fig. 2 are caused by the source crossing or approaching the caustic; the approximate locations of the
features are labeled with numbers. The majority of the caustic (in black) is due to only the outer (Saturn-
analog) planet; this portion of the caustic explains four of the five features. The portion arising from the
second (Jupiter-analog) planet is highlighted in red. This additional cusp in the caustic is required to
explain the fourth feature in the light curve; as such, the fourth feature signals the presence of a second
(Jupiter-analog) planet. Because of the orbital motion of the Saturn-analog planet, the shape and
orientation of the caustic changes over the course of the event. The light gray curves show the caustic at
the time of features 1 and 5. (B) A zoom of the source trajectory and caustic near the times of the second,
third, and fourth features. The circle shows the size of the source.
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2.2. Multiple lens case

Figure 2.6: An example point source-binary lens (PSBL) lightcurve, with parameters u0 = 0.04,! =
1.0, tE = 15, d = 0.7 and q = 0.1. The source crosses both the central and the upper secondary caustic,
leading to clear caustic-crossing magnification patterns.

Figure 2.7: An example point source-binary lens (PSBL) lightcurve, with parameters u0 = 0.3,! =
0.1, tE = 15, d = 0.7 and q = 0.1. In this case, the source approaches both the central and secondary
caustics without crossing them.

Figure 2.8: An example point source-binary lens (PSBL) lightcurve, with parameters u0 = 0.46,! =
1.3, tE = 15, d = 1.3 and q = 10!3. In this case, the source approaches a secondary caustic but doesn’t
cross it.
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Chapter 2. Microlensing formalism

Figure 2.9: An example point source-binary lens (PSBL) lightcurve, with parameters u0 = 0.02,! =
1.0, tE = 15, d = 0.8 and q = 0.1. The source crosses an elongated intermediate caustic, exits it and
crosses it again.

Figure 2.10: An example point source-binary lens (PSBL) lightcurve, with parameters u0 = 0.2,! =
1.6, tE = 15, d = 1.1 and q = 0.5. The source crosses an intermediate caustic.

Figure 2.11: An example point source-binary lens (PSBL) lightcurve, with parameters u0 = 0.2,! =
1.7, tE = 15, d = 0.5 and q = 0.1. The source approaches a central caustic, which results in a subtle
departure from the PSPL magnification pattern (shown as a dotted line here for comparison).
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pected number of detections. The figure shows that the
core sensitivity covers 0.5–10 AU for masses between those
of Uranus/Neptune and Jupiter, and extends (with limited
sensitivity) down to about 5 M⊕. As inherent to the mi-
crolensing technique, our sample of event-host stars probes
the natural mass distribution of stars in the Milky Way (K–
M dwarfs), in the typical mass range of 0.14–1.0 M⊙ (see
Supplementary Fig. 3).

To derive the actual abundance of exoplanets from our
survey, we proceeded as follows. Let the planetary mass
function, f (log a, log M) ≡ dN/(d log a d log M), where N is
the average number of planets per star. We then inte-
grate the product f (log a, log M) S (log a, log M) over log a
and log M. This gives E( f ), the number of detections we
can expect from our survey. For k (fractional) detections,
the model then predicts a Poisson probability distribution
P(k|E) = e−E Ek/k!. A Bayesian analysis assuming an un-
informative uniform prior P(log f ) ≡ 1 finally yields the
probability distribution P(log f |k) that is used to constrain
the planetary mass function.

Although our derived planet-detection sensitivity ex-
tends overalmost three orders of magnitude of planet
masses (roughly 5 M⊕ to 10 MJ), it covers fewer than 1.5
orders of magnitude in orbit sizes (0.5–10 AU), thus pro-
viding little information about the dependence of f on a.
Within these limits, however, we find that the mass func-
tion is approximately consistent with a flat distribution in
log a (that is, f does not explicitly depend on a). The planet-
detection sensitivity integrated over log a, or S (log M), is
displayed in Fig. 2b. The distribution probabilities of the
mass for the three detections (computed according to the
mass-error bars reported in the literature) are plotted in
Fig. 2c (black curves), as is their sum (red curve).

To study the dependence of f on mass, we assume that
to the first order, f is well-approximated by a power-
law model: f0 (M/M0)α, where f0 (the normalization fac-
tor) and α (the slope of the power-law) are the parame-
ters to be derived and M0 a fiducial mass (in practice, the
pivot point of the mass function). Previous works18,25−27 on
planet frequency have demonstrated that a power law pro-
vides a fair description of the global behaviour of f with
planetary mass. Apart from the constraint based on our
PLANET data, we also made use in our analysis of the pre-
vious constraints obtained by microlensing: an estimate
of the normalization18 f0 (0.36 ± 0.15) and an estimate of
the slope25 (−0.68 ± 0.2), displayed respectively as the blue
point and the blue lines in Fig. 2. The new constraint pre-
sented here therefore relies on 10 planet detections. We ob-
tained 10−0.62±0.22 (M/M0)−0.73±0.17 (red line in Fig. 2a) with a
pivot point at M0 � 95 M⊕; that is, at Saturn’s mass. The
median of f and the 68% confidence interval around the
median are marked by the dashed lines and the grey area.

Hence, microlensing delivers a determination of the full
planetary mass function of cool planets in the separation
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Figure 2: Cool-planet mass function. a, The cool-planet mass function,
f , for the orbital range 0.5–10 AU as derived by microlensing. Red solid
line, best fit for this study, based on combining the results from PLANET
2002–07 and previous microlensing estimates18,25 for slope (blue line; er-
ror, light-blue shaded area, s.d.) and normalization (blue point; error bars,
s.d.). We find dN/(d log a d log M) = 10−0.62±0.22(M/MSat)−0.73±0.17, where N
is the average number of planets per star, a the semi-major axis and M
the planet mass. The pivot point of the power-law mass function is at the
mass of Saturn (MSat = 95 M⊕). Grey shaded area, 68% confidence interval
around the median (dash-dotted black line). For comparison, the con-
straint from Doppler measurements27 (green line and point; error, green
shaded area, s.d.) is also displayed. Differences can arise because the
Doppler technique focuses mostly on solar-like stars, whereas microlens-
ing a priori probes all types of host stars. Moreover, microlensing plan-
ets are located further away from their stars and are cooler than Doppler
planets. These two populations of planets may then follow a rather dif-
ferent mass function. b, PLANET 2002–07 sensitivity, S : the expected
number of detections if all stars had exactly one planet, regardless of its
orbit. c, PLANET 2002–07 detections, k. Thin black curves, distribution
probabilities of the mass for the three detections contained in the PLANET
sample; red line, the sum of these distributions.

range 0.5–10 AU. Our measurements confirm that low-
mass planets are very common, and that the number of
planets increases with decreasing planet mass, in agree-
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